
The Player Characters in 2006 
Dan Brunk—GM 
Andy—Regat, Rodian Scoundrel 
Christy Brunk—Naggie

F
, Wookie Soldier 

Eric—Emod Ylerian
M
, Human Jedi Consular 

Jeremy—Kyp Kinnard
M
, Human Jedi Guardian 

Kris Sontag—Neeku Dree
F
, Rodian Scout 

Kris Miller—Aagh Koth
M
, Zabrak Jedi Guardian 

Meli—Aki
F
, Human, Jedi Consular 

Ryan—Woo-Wu-Laroo
M
, Cerean Soldier 

Sean—Kenji
M
, Human Jedi Guardian 

Tibo—Trebacca
M
, Wookie Noble/Scoundrel 

 

 
24 January 2006 

Dan—GM 
Sean—Kenji 
Meli—Aki 
Kris—Aagh 

Yavin-4 
OVH-84 is a 4

th
 class prototype assassin droid capable of independent action. 

Alinn Graff is a Dervin (human) pilot. 
 
We take a flight to Dantooine on the Dawn Star. 
Kenji and Aki are taking the smuggler Stark to Dantooine. 
We receive an emergency beacon from Belkadan—it’s under attack from Yuuzhan Vong bio-
fighters.  The beetle-like attackers have started to terraform Belkadan to Yuuzhan Vong 
conditions.  We rescued 60 refugees. 
We’re on to Dantooine and back to Belkadan, then to Yavin-4. 
Corrin Horn is in charge of Jedi Academy on Yavin-4. 
 

 
7 February 2006 

Dan Brunk—GM 
Kris Miller—Aagh Koth 

Yavin-4, Jedi Academy 
Aagh’s Jedi Master is Tel-Valla

 
(“Champion of the Law”), a Twi-lek who is about 30 years old.  He 

is based on a 7
th
 level Jedi Weapons Master. 

Aagh’s goal is to become a Jedi Weapons Master. 
I have access to Jedi Master Kyndi. 
Tel-Valla senses the approach of a visitor connected with a disturbance in The Force. 
A primitive looking humanoid looking like a crotchety old man comes to the Temple.  He’s not 
Force trained.  Yani

M
 is a member of the Wedota who live in the jungle. 

Their Wedota champion was lost—Wedota never get lost!  Animals are being slaughtered but not 
being eaten, not even by scavengers. This disturbed the Wedota shaman, who sent the 
champion to investigate. 
Dead animals were found with no bodily fluids and broken necks. 
The problem temple gives the Wedota a cold feeling.  It’s 3 hours away. 
I borrow a Medpack. 
Jedi Healers see imprints of Dark Side on dead animals. 



Found a killed nonindigenous animal and its living child. 
Honor guard and shaman (called “This Man” by Wedota) arrive to give me unction (blessing) 
made from 2 eggs, 4 herbs; mixed and applied to cheek and crown of head. Shaman’s bodyguard 
offers me a Wedota ceremonial weapon: a wooden short sword with 3 holes of different sizes in 
blade.  It was originally used for planting seeds that would fit in the holes. 
The Sith Temple has bas-relief of Golden Age of Sith and enslavement of this world.  Sith appear 
as a wind causing people to fight each other, leading to their enslavement. 
Into the Sith Temple:  The first room has perforated and air is puffing through the holes.  Next 
room has an acid pool inhabited by 70 cm long eels.  I found a statue of a monster with huge 
nose and eyes.  The statue blows a path through the acid.  I found the controls to operate it. 
Up a ladder, I find a dark chamber.  The Dark Side is strong here.  A giant air pump is here.  I find 
the Wedota champion who is now Wraithbound.  I am forced to fight and destroy it.  Then I 
destroy the winding pushing machine that forces the Dark Side winds out of the temple. 
The Shaman regrets the loss of the champion but understands. The Wedota honor guard has 
mixed feelings about seeing me.  Wedota name Aagh “A Licka,” which means “Wind Stopper.”  
 

 
21 February 2006 

Dan Brunk—GM 
Christy Brunk—Naggie 
Kris Sontag—Neeku Dree 
Jeremy—Kyp Kinnard 
Kris Miller—Aagh Koth 

Yavin-4 
Master Tion: received a black rimmed, red cored tetrahedron that was taken from a Sith temple.  
It’s not a Sith holocron 
The Wedota want me (A’Likca) to explore another Sith temple. 
Wedota: bipedal with slight feathering, 6 limbs, beaked, purple or green in color. 
Massai Temple:  found a small blue cubic gem. 
Sewage treatment plant.  Cube looks like it fits into a control panel and it turns on computer 
controls. I turned on a sewage treatment turbine. 
Sith humanoid, preserved (2,000 years old).  I have his red bladed lightsaber. 
Solving the purple shows a star map to a world.  
Planet Illum: Jedi lore says this was a lightsaber crystal storage place.  It was controlled by Jedi 
and Sith at various times.  This is a star map with its location! It has location of depot prior to 
terraforming. 
 
www.half.com -- Power of the Jedi Sourcebook 
 

 
7 March 2006 

Dan—GM 
Jeremy—Kyp Kinnard 
Kris—Aagh Koth 

Yavin-4 Jedi Academy 
Luke Skywalker has returned to the Jedi Academy.  He calls an assembly to address issue of 
Yuuzhan Vong and wants to meet with us afterwards. 
Skywalker, Solo twins and Kyp Duran (a famous Mon Calamari Jedi). 
The Solo twins: Anakin and? 
Exarch Kum is a Sith at a Massai temple. 
Skywalker says Illum and disappeared.  Its neighboring planets are now uninhabitable and its star 
became a brown dwarf.  Its star was a red dwarf before this. 



Zonama Sekot was a sentient planet.  Its inhabitants built sentient starships.  This planet 
disappeared too.  It might have moved itself into Unknown Regions. 
Ship Chunthor is a mobile Jedi academy that crashed on Dathomir.  Sith Witches and rancors 
control Dathomir.  There are records of lightsaber crystal mining there. 
Luke Skywalker booked us passage to Dathomir on Alinn Graff’s ship. 
Off we go to Dathomir… 

Dathomir 
We have coordinates of the Chunthor from Skywalker.  The Sith Witches are reputedly short 
tempered and matriarchal.  They ride domesticated rancors.  The Witches specialize in Control 
and Alter Force feats (they neglect Sense).  Promotion in the Sith Witches is by assassination.  
Lightsabers are rare to the Sith Witches.  There are 60-80 nomadic Sith Witches on Dathomir. 
We don’t know if anyone else lives on Dathomir.  It’s a mudball. 
We jump… 
The Chunthor looks like a hill. 
Ansion is a lightsaber crystal mining area.  We have data and a log from there! 
Near Kasshyyk the Chunthor ran into Vader’s inquisitor Treymain. 
The Chunthor’s main vault holds a Jedi holocron; 3 lightsabers—an orange (good at cutting), a 
purple and a green-blue lightsaber—that date back 3,000 years; a Force imbued amulet of 
healing. 
The Jedi holocron contains information of: Jardle (who is Yoda-like), Anice (a master), another 
Jedi possible called Spoddick. 
Illum is frozen 9 months of its year, 4 months of Spring-like weather.  It’s in the Meridian sector. 
Zonoma Sekot says this is restricted information. ? 

Ansion 
Ansion is a water world.  The sentient life forms, the Lotham, live underwater.  Alan Graff will be 
back in 3 days.  The Lotham have gills around their torsos.  They are orange, red or purple in 
color. 
Our host is the Honorary Finius Catmuss, a PR guy. 
The historical records show that the Chunthor left some people behind to guard a storehouse 
near the inner core of the planet.  Fifteen years after the Chunthor was here, they stopped 
sending envoys. 
We go into the storehouse/mining facility.  It is inhabited by about a half dozen people.  They 
speak a degenerate form of Basic. 
Aagh meditates and has a vision:  Ansion has a panacea drug, but if we harvest it the planet will 
die.  Note that the vision could be coming from the telepathic creatures outside. 
Chunno

M
 and Anise

F
 are from the Chunthor.  Chunno was an instructor on the Chunthor. 

We can go into the caverns and mine crystals…next time. 
 

 
21 March 2006 

The creature in the mines is called a Radark.  
 

 
18 April 2006 

Jeremy—Kyp Kenard 
Kris—Aagh Koth 
Tibo—Trebacca 
 
Narshadah is looking for Herly, a 60+-year-old Imperial defector.  He defected during the Clone 
Wars.  Luke wants us to find him.  He’s probably part of the New Republic Intelligence. 
Heryly hangs out in a cantina.  He gives us a map to an office.  We are drafted as unofficial 
“diplomats.” 



Gratl the Hutt feeds Ewoks to a carnivorous Manta.  He works for NRI. 
Feela’Incarna is an NRI agent and a good dancer. 
News: The Yuuzhan Vong destroy Ithor.  A Yuuzhan Vong Warmaster kills Koren Horn. 
Ralph, a petty thug:  Tragera the Hutt put a price on his head for losing a box of Dethsticks.  We 
rescued the Dethsticks and gave them to Ralph—he owes us. 
A Shi’ido had some lightsaber crystals.  He’s on the third floor of the city.  His shop has a barber 
shop sign on the outside door.  Aagh purchased on orange lightsaber crystal from him! 
 

 
2 May 2006 

Eric—Emod Ylerian 
Tibo—Trebecca 
Kris—Aagh Koth 

NRI Headquarters 
Colonel Rash:  NRI sent him to brief us on the Yuuzhan Vong.  A Tizo Worm is like a Babel Fish 
but only for Yuuzhan Vong language.  Uglith Maskers are painful to wear but our a perfect 
disguise. 
We do some anti-Yuuzhan Vong training. 
 

 
16 May 2006 

Eric—Emod Ylerian 
Tibo—Trebecca 
Kris—Aagh Koth 
Jeremy—Kyp Konnar 
 
Mission:  retrieve memory core of a 3P0 droid on Bastion.  It’s probably in the main junk pile near 
the Yuuzhan Vong base.  We watch a tranmission of a Yuuzhan Vong priestess feeding captives 
to some larvae. 
 

 
June 2006? 

Christy—Nagi 
Ryan—Woo-Wu-Laroo

M
, Cerean Soldier 

Karen—Human Jedi Padawan 
Tim—Human Jedi Guardian 
Jason--Nagain

M
, Scoundrel 

 
We receive a diplomatic mission to the Bacta planet.  We meet a diplomat named Massa

M
. 

Bar scene:  Twi’leks have some kind of hazelnut smelling smoke.  Local zoo is doing some kind 
of experiments to their animals. 
Zeth

F
 is a magistrate who is talking to the Peace Brigade. 

Sal Solo is with the Peace Brigade. 
 

 
11 July 2006 

Jason--Droskai
M
, Nagai Scoundrel 

Eric—Emod Ylerian 
Kris—Aagh Koth 
Jeremy—Kyp Konnar 

Narshada 
Yuuzhan Vong made a Force sensitive Jedi hunting creature called a Voxyn. 



 

 
25 July 2006 

Jason—Droskai 
Eric—Emod Ylerian 
Christy—Nagi 
Ryan—Woo-Wu-Laroo 
Kris—Aagh Koth 
Jeremy—Kyp Konnar 

Yavin-4 
Yuuzhan Vong and Peace Brigade blockade Yavin-4. 
Aagh requested a T-65 X-Wing fighter with R3D8.  He shot down 4 Yuuzhan Vong fighters above 
Yavin-4. 
R3D8 has Repair Shields +13. 
Droskai and Kyp are KIA from Kyp’s own thermal detonator and secondary explosions. 
Aagh went to look for Wedota and convince them to be evacuated from Yavin-4.  Aagh landed 
the X-Wing near the Wedota camp.  All of them were saved before Yuuzhan Vong took over 
Yavin-4! 
 

 
22 August 2006 

Jason—Mor Dras AKA “Don’t Ask Don’t Tell,” Cloned Human Force Sensitive Soldier 
Christy—Nagee 
Kris—Aagh Koth 
Jeremy—Salek Voruk

M
, Human Soldier/Scout 

Obraska 
Yuuzhan Vong are holding high diplomats in prison camp on the swamp world of Obraska.  The 
diplomats are Jason Solo plus two others. 
The X-Wing is covered with camouflage netting and R3 is standing by. 
Aagh killed the Priestess Shaper with a hurled lightsaber when she was trying to feed a prisoner 
to a larva. 
Aagh made 7

th
 level—“Jedi Knight, I am.” 

 

 
5 September 2006 

Andy—Regat 
Ali—Oolune’Suko, Twi’lek Scoundrel 
Aagh—Aagh Koth, Zabrak Jedi Weapons Master 

Dantooine 
NRI operation moved from Narshadah to Dantooine. 
NRI smash & grab operation:  A resistance cell needs us on Alesia (the Peace Brigade capitol). 
Thakken Sal Solo is Han Solo’s cousin and president of the Peace Brigade. 
There are lots of Yuuzhan Vong patrols around a shanty town on Alesia. 
We picked him up… 
 

 
31 October 2006 

Jason—Chunno, Human Soldier 
Sophia—Seela’Toquma, Twi’lek Diplomat 
Jason—Mor Dras 



Jeremiah—Qui Jin Guy, Toydarian Jedi 
Jeremy—Salek V., Human Solider/Scout 
Kris—Aagh Koth 
 
Lando Calrissian ran the YVH-1A droid project.  It is a Yuuzhan Vong hunter.  He was forced to 
abandon his base on Ebak-9.  We need to go in and clean out the base. 
Geoff is our contact. 
We encounter another team of soldiers on Ebak-9 but make a deal with them. 
 

 
14 November 2006 

Jason—Mor Dras 
Tibo—Tirlahh, Mon Calamari Scounrel 
Kris—Aagh Koth 

Adumar 
We have a diplomatic and rescue mission.  We must rescue the royal family of Adumar. 
Mark Kess is a lieutenant of the Royal Guard.  Jess Hardy is another lieutenant. 


